The gymnastics resort Pfuhl was opened in summer 2015 and hosts training courses and activities of the
most talented gymnasts from throughout Bavaria. Consisting of about 2800 members, TSV Pfuhl 1894 e.V.
is the biggest sports club in Neu-Ulm which is inhabited by nearly 60,000 citizens.
We run a local perfomance centre for the Olympic sport artistic gymnastics men and artistic gymnastics
women.
TSV Pfuhl advertises for a

Trainer Artistic Gymnastics men/women
(full- or part-time, 100% - 60% / male/female)
for the performance centre gymnastics resort Pfuhl and the gymanstics department
in the range of artistic gymnastics male/female:








Assignment:
subject-specific basic training of athletes during the period from entry until the age of 6-14 and /or
14-25
participation in BTV- und DTB conferences and training courses
build-up and professional care of athletes with regard to the qualification for squads on a state and
federal level, plus care of athletes during training courses on a state and federal level
working out of individual training schedules of assigned athletes
organisation and coordination of training activities in cooperation with the head coach
assistance with management of district training courses for trainers




We expect:
certified trainer for competetive sports / at least coaching licence B or equivalent foreign qualification
good knowledge of the requirements and development in the range of male artistic gymnastics
hands-on experience in training young gymnasts
assertiveness, capacity for team work and communication skills
personal resilience and autonomous working
knowledge of the German language in speech and writing required (or willingness to learn the
language in short time), plus class B driving licence
willignness to work late shifts and have weekend assignments
administrative skills







We offer:
most successful training centre in Bavaria
young and talented athletes
professional and well-structured work environment
advanced and safe working conditions
job location: Neu-Ulm/Pfuhl








Commencement of job
from 1 September 2018 or by arrangement
prospects for this job mail their full application with photograph/references and salary requirement to:
Patrick.Winter@tsvpfuhl1894.de

